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Figure 4: Discovery data: Hubble diagram of SNe Ia measured by the Supernova
Cosmology Project and the High-z Supernova Team. Bottom panel shows residu-
als in distance modulus relative to an open universe with !0 = !M = 0.3. Figure
adapted from Perlmutter & Schmidt (2003), Riess (2000), based on Perlmutter
et al. (1999), Riess et al. (1998).

Subsequent supernova observations have reinforced the original results, and new
evidence has accrued from other observational probes. In this section, we review
these developments and discuss the current status of the evidence for cosmic
acceleration and what we know about dark energy. In §7, we address the probes
of cosmic acceleration in more detail, and we discuss future experiments in §8.

4.1 Cosmic microwave background and large-scale structure

An early and important confirmation of accelerated expansion was the indepen-
dent evidence for dark energy from measurements of CMB anisotropy (Ja"e et al.
2001, Pryke et al. 2002) and of large-scale structure (LSS). The CMB constrains
the amplitude of the primordial fluctuations that give rise to the observed struc-
ture as well as the distance to the last-scattering surface, r(z ! 1100). In order
to allow su#cient growth of the primordial perturbations and not disrupt the for-
mation of large-scale structure, dark energy must come to dominate the Universe
only very recently (see §2.3), implying that its energy density must evolve with
redshift more slowly than matter. This occurs if it has negative pressure, w < 0,
cf. Eq. (5). Likewise, the presence of a component with large negative pressure
that accounts for three-quarters of the critical density a"ects the distance to the
last-scattering surface.
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fers [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] from that
in GR. Theories of LSS in these modified gravity models
are still in their infancy. However, perturbative calcula-
tions at large scales have shown that it is promising to
connect predictions in these theories with observations
of LSS. Most studies have focused on probes of a single
growth factor with one or a few observables. In this paper
we will consider a variety of LSS observables that can be
measured with high precision with current or planned
surveys. Our emphasis will be on model-independent
constraints of MG enabled by combining di!erent ob-
servables.

Carrying out robust tests of MG in practice is chal-
lenging as in the absence of a fundamental theory, the
modifications to gravity are often parameterized by free
functions, to be fine tuned and fixed by observations.
Given the parameter space available to both DE and
MG theories, it is unclear how the two classes of theories
can be distinguished. Kunz and Sapone [19] presented
a rather pessimistic example. They found that one can
tune a clustered dark energy model to reproduce obser-
vations of gravitational lensing and matter fluctuations
in the DGP model. It is not clear if this conclusion ap-
plies to all modified gravity models and if adding more
LSS observables helps to break this severe degeneracy.

In this paper, we first discuss ways of parameterizing
modified gravity models and dark energy models. §II
presents the definitions and evolution equations for per-
turbations in the metric and the energy momentum ten-
sor. We then classify independent LSS observables based
on the perturbations that are probed by them. §III is
devoted to the use of observational probes of LSS for
testing MG. We consider the four fundamental pertur-
bation variables and the observations that can be used
to probe them. The additional information available in
the quasilinear regime is discussed in the Appendix. In
§IV we consider the question of distinguishing MG from
DE scenarios. The specific question we want to answer
is: given a set of LSS observations, can a general MG
model be mimicked by a DE model? If not, what LSS
observables are required to break the degeneracy? We
conclude in §V.

II. PERTURBATION FORMALISM

By definition, the dark sector (dark matter and dark
energy) can only be inferred from their gravitational con-
sequence. In general relativity, gravity is determined
by the total stress-energy tensor of all matter and en-
ergy (Gµ! = 8!G Tµ!). Thus we can treat dark mat-
ter and dark energy as a single entity, without loss of
physical generality [20, 21, 22]. This entity has total
mean matter density "̄GR and equation of state parame-
ter w = pGR/"̄GR. However, when discussing perturba-
tions in this entity, we may separate it into a matter com-
ponent (dissipationless particles which can be described
as a pressure-less fluid free of anisotropic stress) and a

dark energy component. Throughout this paper, when
we refer to “smooth” or “clustered” dark energy, we re-
fer to this dark energy subset of the overall dark sector.

We may consider the Hubble parameter H(z) to be
fixed by observations. In a dark energy model, "̄GR is
given by the Friedman equation of GR: "̄GR = 3H2/8!G.
The equation of state parameter is w = !1 ! 2Ḣ/3H2.

The corresponding modified gravity model has mat-
ter density "̄MG to be determined from its Friedman-like
equation. We will consider MG models dominated by
dark matter and baryons at late times and denote fluid
variables such as the density with subscript MG.

A. Metric and fluid perturbations

With the smooth variables fixed, we will consider per-
turbations as a way of testing the models. In the Newto-
nian gauge, scalar perturbations to the metric are fully
specified by two scalar potentials # and $:

ds2 = !(1 + 2#) dt2 + (1 ! 2$) a2(t) d%x2 (1)

where a(t) is the expansion scale factor. This form for
the perturbed metric is fully general for any metric the-
ory of gravity, aside from having excluded vector and
tensor perturbations (see [24] and references therein for
justifications). Note that # corresponds to the Newto-
nian potential for the acceleration of particles, and that
in General Relativity $ = # in the absence of anisotropic
stresses.

A metric theory of gravity relates the two potentials
above to the perturbed energy-momentum tensor. We in-
troduce variables to characterize the density and velocity
perturbations for a fluid, which we will use to describe
matter and dark energy (we will also consider pressure
and anisotropic stress below). The density fluctuation &
is given by

&(%x, t) "
"(%x, t) ! "̄(t)

"̄(t)
(2)

where "(%x, t) is the density and "̄(t) is the cosmic mean
density. The second fluid variable is the divergence of the
peculiar velocity

' " #jT
j
0 /(p̄ + "̄) = %# · %v, (3)

where %v is the (proper) peculiar velocity. Choosing ' in-
stead of the vector v implies that we have assumed v to
be irrotational. This approximation is su"ciently accu-
rate in the linear regime, even for unconventional dark
energy models and minimally coupled modified gravity
models.

In principle, observations of large-scale structure can
directly measure the four perturbed variables introduced
above: the two scalar potentials # and $, and the den-
sity and velocity perturbations specified by & and '. As
shown below, these variables are the key to distinguishing
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and in section IV summarize the e!ects that the modi-
fied growth history can have on the observed large scale
structure correlations. In section V, we summarize the
results of Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) analyses
to place constraints on the cosmic growth history, and
draw together our findings and discuss the implications
for future work in section VI.

II. MODELING THE GROWTH OF
STRUCTURE

We consider the conformal Newtonian gauge to de-
scribe the metric

ds2 = !a(!)2[1 + 2"(x, t)]d!2 + a(!)2[1! 2#(x, t)]dx2 (1)

where a is the scale factor (a = 1 today), ! is confor-
mal time, x are comoving coordinates, and " and # are
the two Newtonian potentials describing temporal and
spatial perturbations to the metric respectively. We as-
sume units in which the speed of light c = 1. The
spatial element can be broken down into a radial, line
of sight, component, written in terms of the comoving
distance, $ =

! 1
a d! , and a 2D angular element d"2,

dx2 =
"

d$2 + r($)2d"2
#

, where r($) is the comoving
angular diameter distance.

A. Growth in General Relativity

The growth of inhomogeneities is characterized by
the evolution of the fractional over-density distribution,
%(k, a) " &(k, a)/&̄(a)!1, and the divergence of the pecu-
liar velocity, '(k, a), where k is the comoving wavenum-
ber.
We employ energy-momentum conservation in the per-

turbed fluid to obtain the fluid equations for each type of
matter, with the density and peculiar velocities evolving
according to [61],

%̇ = !(1 + w)(' ! 3#̇)! 3H(c2s ! w)% (2)

'̇

k2
= !H(1 + 3w)

'

k2
!

ẇ

1 + w

'

k2
+

c2s
(1 + w)

% ! ( + ".(3)

Here w = P/& is the matter’s equation of state and c2s =
)P/)& the sound speed.
To wholly describe the growth history of density and

velocity perturbations (up to initial conditions) two fur-
ther equations are required. We use the Poisson equation,
combining the time-time and time-space components of
the perturbed Einstein equations, and the anisotropic
space-space component,

k2# = !4*Ga2
$

&i#i (4)

" ! # = !12*Ga2
$

i

&i(1 + wi)
(i
k2

. (5)

where #i " %i+3H(1+w)'i/k2 is the rest-frame density
perturbation of matter species i, H(a) = ȧ/a is the Hub-
ble expansion factor, where dots represent derivatives
with respect to conformal time and (i the anisotropic
shear stress. Equation 5 shows that the two potentials
become e!ectively equal in the matter and dark energy
dominated eras, when there are negligible anisotropic
shear stresses.

B. Deviations from the standard growth scenario

We parameterize deviations to the growth history by
modifying equations (4) and (5) with two scale and time-
dependent functions, Q(k, a) and R(k, a),

k2# = !4*GQa2
$

i

&i#i (6)

" !R# = !12*GQa2
$

i

&i(1 + w)
(i
k2

. (7)

We assume throughout that matter remains minimally
coupled to gravity so that the fluid equations (2) and (3)
remain unchanged.
In the context of modified gravity scenarios, equation

(6) describes a modified Poisson equation in which the
gravitational potential responds di!erently to the pres-
ence of matter, while (7) allows an inequality between
the two gravitational potentials, even at late times when
anisotropic shear stresses are negligible, with " # R#.
Note that the time-evolving modifications (6) and (7)
are consistent with the predicted evolution of the super-
horizon curvature fluctuations, as discussed for example
in [62], (7) simply provides the constraint equation by
which both # and " superhorizon solutions can be found.
Appendix A summarizes how the modified growth his-

tory is incorporated into the publicly available CAMB
code [63], used to predict the e!ect of the model on CMB
and galaxy statistics.
The naming conventions for these phenomenological

modifications have been somewhat varied in the litera-
ture: Q has been defined in other works as Q [64], f [65],
Geff/G [12, 66], g [14] and µ [11, 28, 30], while R is
defined as 1/(1 + +) [66], 1/+ [12, 14], 1/, [11, 28], and
1 + -, [27, 30, 67]. We choose Q and R here in order
to avoid confusion with the synchronous gauge metric
variable, +, discussed in appendix A and growth history
variables, g0, f , and ,, introduced in section II C.
Theoretical models of modified gravity can be de-

scribed using (6) and (7), for example exhibiting time-
dependent, but largely scale-independent variations, as
with DGP on sub-horizon scales, in the quasi-static
regime, [68–70], or with both time and scale dependence,
for example in f(R) theories [70, 71]. We consider two
phenomenological models in our analysis that allow for
both time and scale dependence in the modifications.
The first (Model I) parameterizes Q and R with mono-

tonically evolving, time- and space-dependent functions
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Gravitational lensing magnifies (convergence=κ) and distorts 
shape (shear=γ) of galaxies. In weak lensing limit: |γ|, |κ| << 1.

How to probe MG?

1) Weak Gravitational Lensing
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How to probe MG?

2) Peculiar 
Velocities

Linear: 

Nonlinear 
Collapse: 

REDSHIFT SPACE DISTORTIONS 277 

Real Space Redshifl Space 
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Figure 9.11. Redshift space distortions. In each case, a contour of constant density (circular 
in real space) is distorted in redshift space so that it looks asymmetric. Arrows denote direction 
and magnitude of velocity. In the case of nonlinear collapse, the velocities are so large that a 
point on "our side" (the bottom) of the center is mapped onto a point on the opposite side 
(compare the position of the solid dot on the bottom left and right). 

ness, requiring careful treatment not only of linear overdensities, but also of the 
much more complicated effects of nonlinearities. We will content ourselves with a 
quantitative treatment of linear distortions, since this applies on large scales and is 
the starting point for all further work. 

Suppose we measure the power spectrum in redshift space. How is this distorted 
power spectrum related to the underlying true spectrum in real space? Kaiser (1987) 
first solved this problem, working within the context of linear theory. The starting 
point is the realization that the number of galaxies in a particular region is the 
same, whether we use redshift-space or real-space coordinates. Therefore, 

(9.35) 

where n is the density of galaxies at x in real space, and ns is the density 
in redshift space. The infinitesimal volume around a point in redshift space is 
d3x s = dxsx; sin BdBd¢, while the volume around a point in real space is d3x = 
dxx2 sin BdBd¢. The angular volume elements are identical, so 

ns(xs) = n(x)J (9.36) 
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of !2(! " ")/(#$). It does not depend on galaxy bias
or on the initial matter fluctuations, at least in the lin-
ear regime. Modifications in gravity will in general leave
signatures in either # and/or the Poisson equation.

Galaxy-Velocity Cross-correlation.— A galaxy’s
peculiar motion shifts its apparent radial position from
xz to xs

z = xz +vz/H(z) in redshift space, where vz is the
comoving radial peculiar velocity. The coherent velocity
component changes the galaxy number overdensity from
$g to $s

g # $g "!zvz/H(z). Galaxy random motions mix
di!erent scales and damps the power spectrum on small
scales. The redshift space galaxy power spectrum there-
fore has the general form ([17] and references therein)

P s
g (k) =

!

Pg(k) + 2u2Pg!(k) + u4P!(k)
"

F

#

k2u2%2
v

H2(z)

$

(1)

where u = k!/k is the cosine of the angle of the k vector
with respect to radial direction; Pg, Pg! , P! are the real
space galaxy power spectra of galaxies, galaxy-& and &,
respectively; %v is the 1D velocity dispersion; and F (x)
is a smoothing function, normalized to unity at x = 0,
determined by the velocity probability distribution. This
simple formula has passed tests in simulations on scales
where $ <

$ 1 [17]. The derivation of Eq. (1) is quite
general, so it should be applicable even when gravity is
modified.

The distinctive dependence of P s
g on u allows for si-

multaneous determination of Pg, Pg! and P! [18]. The
parameters we want to determine are the band powers of
Pg!(k) 1 defined such that P (k) = P" if k" % k < k"+1,

where k1 < k2 < · · · < k" < · · · . We denote P (1)
"

as the band power of Pg!. For a ki in each k bin,
we have a measurement of P s

g , which we denote as Pi.

The unbiased minimum variance estimator of P (1)
" is

1 Distance D and H are required to translate the observed galaxy
angular and redshift separation to k. In general, errors in D and
H measurements cause both horizontal and vertical shifts in the
EG plot. Both D and H will be measured by methods like type
Ia supernovae and baryon acoustic oscillations with 1% accuracy,
much smaller than the k bin size adopted, so the horoziontal
shift is negligible. Errors in D show up in both Pg! and the
C"g ! P!2(#"$)g inversion through l = kD and thus largely

cancel in evaluating EG. Errors in H(z) only show up in Pg!

measurement and thus cause a net shift in the value of EG. For
1% error in H, the fractional error in EG is " (ne! + 3)1% "

3%. Here, ne! is the e!ective power index of the corresponding
power spectra. For the fiducial "CDM cosmology, it is negative
in relevant k range. Thus errors induced by uncertainties in
D(z) and H(z) measurement will be sub-dominant, except for
SKA, which requires better control over systematic errors in D
and H measurement. For simplicity, we neglect this potential
error source. Measuring Pg! also requires to marginalize over
!v. However, in the linear regime k <

# 0.2h/Mpc, k2!2
v/H2 $ 1

and F (k2u2!2
v/H2) % 1, for typical value !v # 300 km/s. Thus

the exact value of !v is not required for our analysis. Without
loss of generality, we adopt !v = 300 km/s.

P̂ =
%

WiPi, where Wi = Fi

2#2

i

('1 + '2u2
i + '3u4

i ). Here,

Fi & F (kui%v/H), %2
i is the variance of Pi and the three

Lagrange multipliers '" (( = 1, 2, 3) is determined by

' = (0,
1

2
, 0) · A"1 ; Amn =

&

i

u2(m+n"2)
i

F 2
i

2%2
i

. (2)

Galaxy-galaxy lensing.— Weak lensing is sensitive
to the convergence ), the projected gravitational poten-
tial along the line of sight:

) =
1

2

' $s

0
!2(" " !)W (*,*s)d* . (3)

Here, W is the lensing kernel. For a flat universe, *, *s

are the comoving angular diameter distance to the lens
and source, respectively. Eq. 3 is a pure geometric result
and can be applied to any modified gravity models where
photons follow null geodesics.

A standard method to recover the lens redshift infor-
mation is by the lensing-galaxy cross correlation. For
galaxies in the redshift range [z1, z2], the resulting cross
correlation power spectrum under the Limber’s approxi-
mation is

C%g(l) =

#

4

' $2

$1

ng(*)d*

$"1

(4)

'

' $2

$1

W (*,*s)ng(*)P#2(&"')g(
l

*
, z)*"2d*

#
W (*̄,*s)

4l"*

' l/$1

l/$2

P#2(&"')g(k, z̄)dk

=
&

"

f"(l)P (2)
" .

Here, *1,2 are the comoving angular diameter distance to
redshift z1,2 and *̄ is the mean distance. The band power

P (2)
" of P#2(&"')g is defined at the same k range as P (1)

" .
In practice, we measure the band power C%g(l, "l), cen-
tered at l with band width "l. The weighting f"(l, "l)
is defined correspondingly. For each l, only a fraction of
( having f"(l, "l) (= 0 contribute.

A discriminating probe of gravity.— With the
above measurements, one can construct an estimator

ÊG =
C%g(l, "l)

3H2
0a"1

%

" f"(l, "l)P (1)
"

, (5)

whose expectation value is

)ÊG* =

(

!2(" " !)

"3H2
0a"1&

)

k= l
!̄

,z̄

=

(

!2(" " !)

3H2
0a"1#$

)

k= l
!̄

,z̄

& EG .

(6)
The fractional error on ÊG is

)"E2
G*

E2
G

#
"C2

C2
%g

+

%

" f2
")($P

(1)
" )2*

(
%

" f"P (1)
" )2

, (7)

f = d lnD/d ln a

✓ ⌘ r · v/H

= ��̇/H = �f�

Kaiser 1987
Dodelson 2003
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Fundamental test of whether relation between ψ 
and (ψ+φ) follows GR expectation.

Probing gravity with EG: in theory
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Galaxy-galaxy lensing.— Weak lensing is sensitive
to the convergence ), the projected gravitational poten-
tial along the line of sight:
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Here, W is the lensing kernel. For a flat universe, *, *s

are the comoving angular diameter distance to the lens
and source, respectively. Eq. 3 is a pure geometric result
and can be applied to any modified gravity models where
photons follow null geodesics.
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Here, *1,2 are the comoving angular diameter distance to
redshift z1,2 and *̄ is the mean distance. The band power
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" of P#2(&"')g is defined at the same k range as P (1)

" .
In practice, we measure the band power C%g(l, "l), cen-
tered at l with band width "l. The weighting f"(l, "l)
is defined correspondingly. For each l, only a fraction of
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A discriminating probe of gravity.— With the
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The fractional error on ÊG is
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Does not depend on bias or on initial matter 
fluctuations. Sensitive to MG via Growth Rate (ψ) 
and Poisson Eqn (ψ, φ).

Achieved by correlating lens galaxies to both 
surrounding velocity field using RSD (θg) and shear 
of background galaxies using galaxy-lensing (κg).
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wp(R) =
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Our method of estimating wp(R) from the data is described
in Section 6.1. In practice the limits of Equation 14 must be
taken as large, finite values.

2.4 Suppressing small-scale information

Equation 6 demonstrates that the amplitude of "#(R) de-
pends on the surface density of matter around galaxies
across a range of smaller scales from zero to R. This is prob-
lematic from the viewpoint of fitting cosmological models
to the data since at small scales, within the halo virial ra-
dius, the cross-correlation coe$cient between the matter and
galaxy fluctuations is a complex function which is di$cult
to predict from first principles (Baldauf et al. 2010, Man-
delbaum et al. 2010). In order to remove this sensitivity to
small-scale information these authors proposed a new statis-
tic, the annular di%erential surface density (ADSD), denoted
by & and defined by

&gm(R, R0) = "#(R) !
R2

0

R2
"#(R0)

=
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R2

! R

R0

R# #(R#) dR#

! #(R) +
R2

0

R2
#(R0), (15)

which does not contain information originating from scales
R < R0. The small-scale limit R0 is chosen to be large
enough to reduce the main systematic e%ects, but small
enough to preserve a high signal-to-noise ratio in the mea-
surements.

The corresponding quantity suppressing the small-scale
contribution to the galaxy auto-correlations is

&gg(R, R0) = "c
"

2
R2

! R

R0

R# wp(R#) dR# ! wp(R) +
R2

0

R2
wp(R0)

#

. (16)

We discuss our choice of R0 and the measurement of the &
statistics in Section 6.3.

2.5 Testing gravitational physics: the EG statistic

In general scalar theories of gravity, the perturbed FRW
spacetime metric ds2 may be expressed in terms of the New-
tonian potential ' and curvature potential (:

ds2 = [1 + 2 '(#x, t)] c2 dt2 ! a(t)2 [1 ! 2((#x, t)] d#x2. (17)

Relativistic particles, such as photons experiencing gravi-
tational lensing, collect equal contributions from these two
potentials as they traverse spacetime, such that their equa-
tions of motion (and hence the resulting lensing patterns)
are determined by "2(' + (). However, the motion of non-
relativistic particles arising from the gravitational attraction
of matter, which produces galaxy clustering and RSD, is
sensitive only to the derivatives of the Newtonian potential
"2' (e.g., Jain & Zhang 2008).

In standard General Relativity (GR), in the absence of
anisotropic stress, '(#x, t) = ((#x, t) and both potentials are
related to the matter overdensity via the Poisson equation

"2( = 4$Ga2"m%m. Therefore, by measuring if both the
gravitational lensing of photons and galaxy peculiar veloc-
ity respond in an identical manner to the matter overdensity
traced by the lens galaxies in our datasets, we can perform
a fundamental test of whether the relation between ('+()
and ' follows the GR expectation (assuming this perturba-
tion approximation applies).

Zhang et al. (2007) proposed that this test can be e$-
ciently carried out by cross-correlating lens galaxies to both
the surrounding velocity field using RSD, and to the shear of
background galaxies using galaxy-galaxy lensing. In partic-
ular, Reyes et al. (2010) implemented this consistency test
by constructing the “gravitational slip” statistic

EG(R) =
1
&

&gm(R, R0)

&gg(R, R0)
, (18)

which is independent of both the galaxy bias factor b and
the underlying amplitude of matter clustering '8, given that
& # 1/b, &gm # b'2

8 and &gg # b2 '2
8 . The perturbed GR

model prediction on large scales is then a scale-independent
quantity EG = )m/f . We measure EG and carry out this
consistency test in Section 6.3. We note that a failure of this
consistency check does not necessarily indicate evidence for
gravitational physics beyond GR: other possible explana-
tions would include a breakdown in validity of linear per-
turbation theory, or that the value of )m di%ers from that
predicted by measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground radiation.

3 DATA

We perform this test of gravitational physics by utiliz-
ing the overlap of lensing measurements from two imaging
surveys, the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Sur-
vey (CFHTLenS; Heymans et al. 2012) and the Red Clus-
ter Sequence Lensing Survey (RCSLenS, Hildebrandt et al.
2014), with two spectroscopic-redshift large-scale structure
surveys, the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey (Drinkwater et
al. 2010) and the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS, Eisenstein et al. 2011). Figure 1 displays the sky dis-
tribution of the CFHTLenS, RCSLenS, WiggleZ and BOSS
datasets used in this analysis, and the surveys and source
selection are briefly described in the sub-sections below.

A total of 11 CFHTLenS and RCSLenS survey fields
overlap with the WiggleZ and BOSS data, comprising a to-
tal area of 483 deg2 (74 deg2 for CFHTLenS and 409 deg2 for
RCSLenS). Table 1 lists some statistics for these fields, in-
cluding the total e%ective (unmasked) field area, the subset
of the area passing the cosmology-independent systematics
cull of pointings, the subset of the area containing photo-
z information, the e%ective source density (defined below)
and the number of lenses in each of the overlapping spectro-
scopic surveys used in the analysis, where the BOSS data is
split into the CMASS and LOWZ samples (described below).
The RCSLenS fields used for cross-correlation with (Wig-
gleZ, BOSS) contain an e%ective area of (248, 272) deg2, of
which (163, 187) deg2, i.e. around two-thirds, contains 4-
band photometric redshifts. The CFHTLenS fields used for
cross-correlation with BOSS cover 74 deg2 with complete
high-quality photo-z information available.

Our datasets enable us to construct five distinct source-
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Our method of estimating wp(R) from the data is described
in Section 6.1. In practice the limits of Equation 14 must be
taken as large, finite values.

2.4 Suppressing small-scale information

Equation 6 demonstrates that the amplitude of "#(R) de-
pends on the surface density of matter around galaxies
across a range of smaller scales from zero to R. This is prob-
lematic from the viewpoint of fitting cosmological models
to the data since at small scales, within the halo virial ra-
dius, the cross-correlation coe$cient between the matter and
galaxy fluctuations is a complex function which is di$cult
to predict from first principles (Baldauf et al. 2010, Man-
delbaum et al. 2010). In order to remove this sensitivity to
small-scale information these authors proposed a new statis-
tic, the annular di%erential surface density (ADSD), denoted
by & and defined by
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which does not contain information originating from scales
R < R0. The small-scale limit R0 is chosen to be large
enough to reduce the main systematic e%ects, but small
enough to preserve a high signal-to-noise ratio in the mea-
surements.

The corresponding quantity suppressing the small-scale
contribution to the galaxy auto-correlations is
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We discuss our choice of R0 and the measurement of the &
statistics in Section 6.3.

2.5 Testing gravitational physics: the EG statistic

In general scalar theories of gravity, the perturbed FRW
spacetime metric ds2 may be expressed in terms of the New-
tonian potential ' and curvature potential (:

ds2 = [1 + 2 '(#x, t)] c2 dt2 ! a(t)2 [1 ! 2((#x, t)] d#x2. (17)

Relativistic particles, such as photons experiencing gravi-
tational lensing, collect equal contributions from these two
potentials as they traverse spacetime, such that their equa-
tions of motion (and hence the resulting lensing patterns)
are determined by "2(' + (). However, the motion of non-
relativistic particles arising from the gravitational attraction
of matter, which produces galaxy clustering and RSD, is
sensitive only to the derivatives of the Newtonian potential
"2' (e.g., Jain & Zhang 2008).

In standard General Relativity (GR), in the absence of
anisotropic stress, '(#x, t) = ((#x, t) and both potentials are
related to the matter overdensity via the Poisson equation

"2( = 4$Ga2"m%m. Therefore, by measuring if both the
gravitational lensing of photons and galaxy peculiar veloc-
ity respond in an identical manner to the matter overdensity
traced by the lens galaxies in our datasets, we can perform
a fundamental test of whether the relation between ('+()
and ' follows the GR expectation (assuming this perturba-
tion approximation applies).

Zhang et al. (2007) proposed that this test can be e$-
ciently carried out by cross-correlating lens galaxies to both
the surrounding velocity field using RSD, and to the shear of
background galaxies using galaxy-galaxy lensing. In partic-
ular, Reyes et al. (2010) implemented this consistency test
by constructing the “gravitational slip” statistic
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which is independent of both the galaxy bias factor b and
the underlying amplitude of matter clustering '8, given that
& # 1/b, &gm # b'2

8 and &gg # b2 '2
8 . The perturbed GR

model prediction on large scales is then a scale-independent
quantity EG = )m/f . We measure EG and carry out this
consistency test in Section 6.3. We note that a failure of this
consistency check does not necessarily indicate evidence for
gravitational physics beyond GR: other possible explana-
tions would include a breakdown in validity of linear per-
turbation theory, or that the value of )m di%ers from that
predicted by measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground radiation.

3 DATA

We perform this test of gravitational physics by utiliz-
ing the overlap of lensing measurements from two imaging
surveys, the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Sur-
vey (CFHTLenS; Heymans et al. 2012) and the Red Clus-
ter Sequence Lensing Survey (RCSLenS, Hildebrandt et al.
2014), with two spectroscopic-redshift large-scale structure
surveys, the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey (Drinkwater et
al. 2010) and the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS, Eisenstein et al. 2011). Figure 1 displays the sky dis-
tribution of the CFHTLenS, RCSLenS, WiggleZ and BOSS
datasets used in this analysis, and the surveys and source
selection are briefly described in the sub-sections below.

A total of 11 CFHTLenS and RCSLenS survey fields
overlap with the WiggleZ and BOSS data, comprising a to-
tal area of 483 deg2 (74 deg2 for CFHTLenS and 409 deg2 for
RCSLenS). Table 1 lists some statistics for these fields, in-
cluding the total e%ective (unmasked) field area, the subset
of the area passing the cosmology-independent systematics
cull of pointings, the subset of the area containing photo-
z information, the e%ective source density (defined below)
and the number of lenses in each of the overlapping spectro-
scopic surveys used in the analysis, where the BOSS data is
split into the CMASS and LOWZ samples (described below).
The RCSLenS fields used for cross-correlation with (Wig-
gleZ, BOSS) contain an e%ective area of (248, 272) deg2, of
which (163, 187) deg2, i.e. around two-thirds, contains 4-
band photometric redshifts. The CFHTLenS fields used for
cross-correlation with BOSS cover 74 deg2 with complete
high-quality photo-z information available.

Our datasets enable us to construct five distinct source-
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Our method of estimating wp(R) from the data is described
in Section 6.1. In practice the limits of Equation 14 must be
taken as large, finite values.

2.4 Suppressing small-scale information

Equation 6 demonstrates that the amplitude of "#(R) de-
pends on the surface density of matter around galaxies
across a range of smaller scales from zero to R. This is prob-
lematic from the viewpoint of fitting cosmological models
to the data since at small scales, within the halo virial ra-
dius, the cross-correlation coe$cient between the matter and
galaxy fluctuations is a complex function which is di$cult
to predict from first principles (Baldauf et al. 2010, Man-
delbaum et al. 2010). In order to remove this sensitivity to
small-scale information these authors proposed a new statis-
tic, the annular di%erential surface density (ADSD), denoted
by & and defined by
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which does not contain information originating from scales
R < R0. The small-scale limit R0 is chosen to be large
enough to reduce the main systematic e%ects, but small
enough to preserve a high signal-to-noise ratio in the mea-
surements.

The corresponding quantity suppressing the small-scale
contribution to the galaxy auto-correlations is
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We discuss our choice of R0 and the measurement of the &
statistics in Section 6.3.

2.5 Testing gravitational physics: the EG statistic

In general scalar theories of gravity, the perturbed FRW
spacetime metric ds2 may be expressed in terms of the New-
tonian potential ' and curvature potential (:

ds2 = [1 + 2 '(#x, t)] c2 dt2 ! a(t)2 [1 ! 2((#x, t)] d#x2. (17)

Relativistic particles, such as photons experiencing gravi-
tational lensing, collect equal contributions from these two
potentials as they traverse spacetime, such that their equa-
tions of motion (and hence the resulting lensing patterns)
are determined by "2(' + (). However, the motion of non-
relativistic particles arising from the gravitational attraction
of matter, which produces galaxy clustering and RSD, is
sensitive only to the derivatives of the Newtonian potential
"2' (e.g., Jain & Zhang 2008).

In standard General Relativity (GR), in the absence of
anisotropic stress, '(#x, t) = ((#x, t) and both potentials are
related to the matter overdensity via the Poisson equation

"2( = 4$Ga2"m%m. Therefore, by measuring if both the
gravitational lensing of photons and galaxy peculiar veloc-
ity respond in an identical manner to the matter overdensity
traced by the lens galaxies in our datasets, we can perform
a fundamental test of whether the relation between ('+()
and ' follows the GR expectation (assuming this perturba-
tion approximation applies).

Zhang et al. (2007) proposed that this test can be e$-
ciently carried out by cross-correlating lens galaxies to both
the surrounding velocity field using RSD, and to the shear of
background galaxies using galaxy-galaxy lensing. In partic-
ular, Reyes et al. (2010) implemented this consistency test
by constructing the “gravitational slip” statistic
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which is independent of both the galaxy bias factor b and
the underlying amplitude of matter clustering '8, given that
& # 1/b, &gm # b'2

8 and &gg # b2 '2
8 . The perturbed GR

model prediction on large scales is then a scale-independent
quantity EG = )m/f . We measure EG and carry out this
consistency test in Section 6.3. We note that a failure of this
consistency check does not necessarily indicate evidence for
gravitational physics beyond GR: other possible explana-
tions would include a breakdown in validity of linear per-
turbation theory, or that the value of )m di%ers from that
predicted by measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground radiation.

3 DATA

We perform this test of gravitational physics by utiliz-
ing the overlap of lensing measurements from two imaging
surveys, the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Sur-
vey (CFHTLenS; Heymans et al. 2012) and the Red Clus-
ter Sequence Lensing Survey (RCSLenS, Hildebrandt et al.
2014), with two spectroscopic-redshift large-scale structure
surveys, the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey (Drinkwater et
al. 2010) and the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS, Eisenstein et al. 2011). Figure 1 displays the sky dis-
tribution of the CFHTLenS, RCSLenS, WiggleZ and BOSS
datasets used in this analysis, and the surveys and source
selection are briefly described in the sub-sections below.

A total of 11 CFHTLenS and RCSLenS survey fields
overlap with the WiggleZ and BOSS data, comprising a to-
tal area of 483 deg2 (74 deg2 for CFHTLenS and 409 deg2 for
RCSLenS). Table 1 lists some statistics for these fields, in-
cluding the total e%ective (unmasked) field area, the subset
of the area passing the cosmology-independent systematics
cull of pointings, the subset of the area containing photo-
z information, the e%ective source density (defined below)
and the number of lenses in each of the overlapping spectro-
scopic surveys used in the analysis, where the BOSS data is
split into the CMASS and LOWZ samples (described below).
The RCSLenS fields used for cross-correlation with (Wig-
gleZ, BOSS) contain an e%ective area of (248, 272) deg2, of
which (163, 187) deg2, i.e. around two-thirds, contains 4-
band photometric redshifts. The CFHTLenS fields used for
cross-correlation with BOSS cover 74 deg2 with complete
high-quality photo-z information available.

Our datasets enable us to construct five distinct source-
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Our method of estimating wp(R) from the data is described
in Section 6.1. In practice the limits of Equation 14 must be
taken as large, finite values.

2.4 Suppressing small-scale information

Equation 6 demonstrates that the amplitude of "#(R) de-
pends on the surface density of matter around galaxies
across a range of smaller scales from zero to R. This is prob-
lematic from the viewpoint of fitting cosmological models
to the data since at small scales, within the halo virial ra-
dius, the cross-correlation coe$cient between the matter and
galaxy fluctuations is a complex function which is di$cult
to predict from first principles (Baldauf et al. 2010, Man-
delbaum et al. 2010). In order to remove this sensitivity to
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which does not contain information originating from scales
R < R0. The small-scale limit R0 is chosen to be large
enough to reduce the main systematic e%ects, but small
enough to preserve a high signal-to-noise ratio in the mea-
surements.

The corresponding quantity suppressing the small-scale
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We discuss our choice of R0 and the measurement of the &
statistics in Section 6.3.
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Relativistic particles, such as photons experiencing gravi-
tational lensing, collect equal contributions from these two
potentials as they traverse spacetime, such that their equa-
tions of motion (and hence the resulting lensing patterns)
are determined by "2(' + (). However, the motion of non-
relativistic particles arising from the gravitational attraction
of matter, which produces galaxy clustering and RSD, is
sensitive only to the derivatives of the Newtonian potential
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In standard General Relativity (GR), in the absence of
anisotropic stress, '(#x, t) = ((#x, t) and both potentials are
related to the matter overdensity via the Poisson equation

"2( = 4$Ga2"m%m. Therefore, by measuring if both the
gravitational lensing of photons and galaxy peculiar veloc-
ity respond in an identical manner to the matter overdensity
traced by the lens galaxies in our datasets, we can perform
a fundamental test of whether the relation between ('+()
and ' follows the GR expectation (assuming this perturba-
tion approximation applies).

Zhang et al. (2007) proposed that this test can be e$-
ciently carried out by cross-correlating lens galaxies to both
the surrounding velocity field using RSD, and to the shear of
background galaxies using galaxy-galaxy lensing. In partic-
ular, Reyes et al. (2010) implemented this consistency test
by constructing the “gravitational slip” statistic
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model prediction on large scales is then a scale-independent
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overlap with the WiggleZ and BOSS data, comprising a to-
tal area of 483 deg2 (74 deg2 for CFHTLenS and 409 deg2 for
RCSLenS). Table 1 lists some statistics for these fields, in-
cluding the total e%ective (unmasked) field area, the subset
of the area passing the cosmology-independent systematics
cull of pointings, the subset of the area containing photo-
z information, the e%ective source density (defined below)
and the number of lenses in each of the overlapping spectro-
scopic surveys used in the analysis, where the BOSS data is
split into the CMASS and LOWZ samples (described below).
The RCSLenS fields used for cross-correlation with (Wig-
gleZ, BOSS) contain an e%ective area of (248, 272) deg2, of
which (163, 187) deg2, i.e. around two-thirds, contains 4-
band photometric redshifts. The CFHTLenS fields used for
cross-correlation with BOSS cover 74 deg2 with complete
high-quality photo-z information available.

Our datasets enable us to construct five distinct source-
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Our method of estimating wp(R) from the data is described
in Section 6.1. In practice the limits of Equation 14 must be
taken as large, finite values.

2.4 Suppressing small-scale information

Equation 6 demonstrates that the amplitude of "#(R) de-
pends on the surface density of matter around galaxies
across a range of smaller scales from zero to R. This is prob-
lematic from the viewpoint of fitting cosmological models
to the data since at small scales, within the halo virial ra-
dius, the cross-correlation coe$cient between the matter and
galaxy fluctuations is a complex function which is di$cult
to predict from first principles (Baldauf et al. 2010, Man-
delbaum et al. 2010). In order to remove this sensitivity to
small-scale information these authors proposed a new statis-
tic, the annular di%erential surface density (ADSD), denoted
by & and defined by
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which does not contain information originating from scales
R < R0. The small-scale limit R0 is chosen to be large
enough to reduce the main systematic e%ects, but small
enough to preserve a high signal-to-noise ratio in the mea-
surements.
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We discuss our choice of R0 and the measurement of the &
statistics in Section 6.3.

2.5 Testing gravitational physics: the EG statistic

In general scalar theories of gravity, the perturbed FRW
spacetime metric ds2 may be expressed in terms of the New-
tonian potential ' and curvature potential (:

ds2 = [1 + 2 '(#x, t)] c2 dt2 ! a(t)2 [1 ! 2((#x, t)] d#x2. (17)

Relativistic particles, such as photons experiencing gravi-
tational lensing, collect equal contributions from these two
potentials as they traverse spacetime, such that their equa-
tions of motion (and hence the resulting lensing patterns)
are determined by "2(' + (). However, the motion of non-
relativistic particles arising from the gravitational attraction
of matter, which produces galaxy clustering and RSD, is
sensitive only to the derivatives of the Newtonian potential
"2' (e.g., Jain & Zhang 2008).

In standard General Relativity (GR), in the absence of
anisotropic stress, '(#x, t) = ((#x, t) and both potentials are
related to the matter overdensity via the Poisson equation

"2( = 4$Ga2"m%m. Therefore, by measuring if both the
gravitational lensing of photons and galaxy peculiar veloc-
ity respond in an identical manner to the matter overdensity
traced by the lens galaxies in our datasets, we can perform
a fundamental test of whether the relation between ('+()
and ' follows the GR expectation (assuming this perturba-
tion approximation applies).

Zhang et al. (2007) proposed that this test can be e$-
ciently carried out by cross-correlating lens galaxies to both
the surrounding velocity field using RSD, and to the shear of
background galaxies using galaxy-galaxy lensing. In partic-
ular, Reyes et al. (2010) implemented this consistency test
by constructing the “gravitational slip” statistic
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which is independent of both the galaxy bias factor b and
the underlying amplitude of matter clustering '8, given that
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8 and &gg # b2 '2
8 . The perturbed GR

model prediction on large scales is then a scale-independent
quantity EG = )m/f . We measure EG and carry out this
consistency test in Section 6.3. We note that a failure of this
consistency check does not necessarily indicate evidence for
gravitational physics beyond GR: other possible explana-
tions would include a breakdown in validity of linear per-
turbation theory, or that the value of )m di%ers from that
predicted by measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground radiation.

3 DATA

We perform this test of gravitational physics by utiliz-
ing the overlap of lensing measurements from two imaging
surveys, the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Sur-
vey (CFHTLenS; Heymans et al. 2012) and the Red Clus-
ter Sequence Lensing Survey (RCSLenS, Hildebrandt et al.
2014), with two spectroscopic-redshift large-scale structure
surveys, the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey (Drinkwater et
al. 2010) and the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS, Eisenstein et al. 2011). Figure 1 displays the sky dis-
tribution of the CFHTLenS, RCSLenS, WiggleZ and BOSS
datasets used in this analysis, and the surveys and source
selection are briefly described in the sub-sections below.

A total of 11 CFHTLenS and RCSLenS survey fields
overlap with the WiggleZ and BOSS data, comprising a to-
tal area of 483 deg2 (74 deg2 for CFHTLenS and 409 deg2 for
RCSLenS). Table 1 lists some statistics for these fields, in-
cluding the total e%ective (unmasked) field area, the subset
of the area passing the cosmology-independent systematics
cull of pointings, the subset of the area containing photo-
z information, the e%ective source density (defined below)
and the number of lenses in each of the overlapping spectro-
scopic surveys used in the analysis, where the BOSS data is
split into the CMASS and LOWZ samples (described below).
The RCSLenS fields used for cross-correlation with (Wig-
gleZ, BOSS) contain an e%ective area of (248, 272) deg2, of
which (163, 187) deg2, i.e. around two-thirds, contains 4-
band photometric redshifts. The CFHTLenS fields used for
cross-correlation with BOSS cover 74 deg2 with complete
high-quality photo-z information available.

Our datasets enable us to construct five distinct source-
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galaxy fluctuations is a complex function which is di$cult
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which does not contain information originating from scales
R < R0. The small-scale limit R0 is chosen to be large
enough to reduce the main systematic e%ects, but small
enough to preserve a high signal-to-noise ratio in the mea-
surements.

The corresponding quantity suppressing the small-scale
contribution to the galaxy auto-correlations is
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We discuss our choice of R0 and the measurement of the &
statistics in Section 6.3.

2.5 Testing gravitational physics: the EG statistic

In general scalar theories of gravity, the perturbed FRW
spacetime metric ds2 may be expressed in terms of the New-
tonian potential ' and curvature potential (:

ds2 = [1 + 2 '(#x, t)] c2 dt2 ! a(t)2 [1 ! 2((#x, t)] d#x2. (17)

Relativistic particles, such as photons experiencing gravi-
tational lensing, collect equal contributions from these two
potentials as they traverse spacetime, such that their equa-
tions of motion (and hence the resulting lensing patterns)
are determined by "2(' + (). However, the motion of non-
relativistic particles arising from the gravitational attraction
of matter, which produces galaxy clustering and RSD, is
sensitive only to the derivatives of the Newtonian potential
"2' (e.g., Jain & Zhang 2008).

In standard General Relativity (GR), in the absence of
anisotropic stress, '(#x, t) = ((#x, t) and both potentials are
related to the matter overdensity via the Poisson equation

"2( = 4$Ga2"m%m. Therefore, by measuring if both the
gravitational lensing of photons and galaxy peculiar veloc-
ity respond in an identical manner to the matter overdensity
traced by the lens galaxies in our datasets, we can perform
a fundamental test of whether the relation between ('+()
and ' follows the GR expectation (assuming this perturba-
tion approximation applies).

Zhang et al. (2007) proposed that this test can be e$-
ciently carried out by cross-correlating lens galaxies to both
the surrounding velocity field using RSD, and to the shear of
background galaxies using galaxy-galaxy lensing. In partic-
ular, Reyes et al. (2010) implemented this consistency test
by constructing the “gravitational slip” statistic
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which is independent of both the galaxy bias factor b and
the underlying amplitude of matter clustering '8, given that
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model prediction on large scales is then a scale-independent
quantity EG = )m/f . We measure EG and carry out this
consistency test in Section 6.3. We note that a failure of this
consistency check does not necessarily indicate evidence for
gravitational physics beyond GR: other possible explana-
tions would include a breakdown in validity of linear per-
turbation theory, or that the value of )m di%ers from that
predicted by measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground radiation.

3 DATA

We perform this test of gravitational physics by utiliz-
ing the overlap of lensing measurements from two imaging
surveys, the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Sur-
vey (CFHTLenS; Heymans et al. 2012) and the Red Clus-
ter Sequence Lensing Survey (RCSLenS, Hildebrandt et al.
2014), with two spectroscopic-redshift large-scale structure
surveys, the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey (Drinkwater et
al. 2010) and the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS, Eisenstein et al. 2011). Figure 1 displays the sky dis-
tribution of the CFHTLenS, RCSLenS, WiggleZ and BOSS
datasets used in this analysis, and the surveys and source
selection are briefly described in the sub-sections below.

A total of 11 CFHTLenS and RCSLenS survey fields
overlap with the WiggleZ and BOSS data, comprising a to-
tal area of 483 deg2 (74 deg2 for CFHTLenS and 409 deg2 for
RCSLenS). Table 1 lists some statistics for these fields, in-
cluding the total e%ective (unmasked) field area, the subset
of the area passing the cosmology-independent systematics
cull of pointings, the subset of the area containing photo-
z information, the e%ective source density (defined below)
and the number of lenses in each of the overlapping spectro-
scopic surveys used in the analysis, where the BOSS data is
split into the CMASS and LOWZ samples (described below).
The RCSLenS fields used for cross-correlation with (Wig-
gleZ, BOSS) contain an e%ective area of (248, 272) deg2, of
which (163, 187) deg2, i.e. around two-thirds, contains 4-
band photometric redshifts. The CFHTLenS fields used for
cross-correlation with BOSS cover 74 deg2 with complete
high-quality photo-z information available.

Our datasets enable us to construct five distinct source-
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Our method of estimating wp(R) from the data is described
in Section 6.1. In practice the limits of Equation 14 must be
taken as large, finite values.
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Equation 6 demonstrates that the amplitude of "#(R) de-
pends on the surface density of matter around galaxies
across a range of smaller scales from zero to R. This is prob-
lematic from the viewpoint of fitting cosmological models
to the data since at small scales, within the halo virial ra-
dius, the cross-correlation coe$cient between the matter and
galaxy fluctuations is a complex function which is di$cult
to predict from first principles (Baldauf et al. 2010, Man-
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which does not contain information originating from scales
R < R0. The small-scale limit R0 is chosen to be large
enough to reduce the main systematic e%ects, but small
enough to preserve a high signal-to-noise ratio in the mea-
surements.

The corresponding quantity suppressing the small-scale
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statistics in Section 6.3.

2.5 Testing gravitational physics: the EG statistic

In general scalar theories of gravity, the perturbed FRW
spacetime metric ds2 may be expressed in terms of the New-
tonian potential ' and curvature potential (:

ds2 = [1 + 2 '(#x, t)] c2 dt2 ! a(t)2 [1 ! 2((#x, t)] d#x2. (17)

Relativistic particles, such as photons experiencing gravi-
tational lensing, collect equal contributions from these two
potentials as they traverse spacetime, such that their equa-
tions of motion (and hence the resulting lensing patterns)
are determined by "2(' + (). However, the motion of non-
relativistic particles arising from the gravitational attraction
of matter, which produces galaxy clustering and RSD, is
sensitive only to the derivatives of the Newtonian potential
"2' (e.g., Jain & Zhang 2008).

In standard General Relativity (GR), in the absence of
anisotropic stress, '(#x, t) = ((#x, t) and both potentials are
related to the matter overdensity via the Poisson equation

"2( = 4$Ga2"m%m. Therefore, by measuring if both the
gravitational lensing of photons and galaxy peculiar veloc-
ity respond in an identical manner to the matter overdensity
traced by the lens galaxies in our datasets, we can perform
a fundamental test of whether the relation between ('+()
and ' follows the GR expectation (assuming this perturba-
tion approximation applies).

Zhang et al. (2007) proposed that this test can be e$-
ciently carried out by cross-correlating lens galaxies to both
the surrounding velocity field using RSD, and to the shear of
background galaxies using galaxy-galaxy lensing. In partic-
ular, Reyes et al. (2010) implemented this consistency test
by constructing the “gravitational slip” statistic
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which is independent of both the galaxy bias factor b and
the underlying amplitude of matter clustering '8, given that
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model prediction on large scales is then a scale-independent
quantity EG = )m/f . We measure EG and carry out this
consistency test in Section 6.3. We note that a failure of this
consistency check does not necessarily indicate evidence for
gravitational physics beyond GR: other possible explana-
tions would include a breakdown in validity of linear per-
turbation theory, or that the value of )m di%ers from that
predicted by measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground radiation.

3 DATA

We perform this test of gravitational physics by utiliz-
ing the overlap of lensing measurements from two imaging
surveys, the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Sur-
vey (CFHTLenS; Heymans et al. 2012) and the Red Clus-
ter Sequence Lensing Survey (RCSLenS, Hildebrandt et al.
2014), with two spectroscopic-redshift large-scale structure
surveys, the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey (Drinkwater et
al. 2010) and the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS, Eisenstein et al. 2011). Figure 1 displays the sky dis-
tribution of the CFHTLenS, RCSLenS, WiggleZ and BOSS
datasets used in this analysis, and the surveys and source
selection are briefly described in the sub-sections below.

A total of 11 CFHTLenS and RCSLenS survey fields
overlap with the WiggleZ and BOSS data, comprising a to-
tal area of 483 deg2 (74 deg2 for CFHTLenS and 409 deg2 for
RCSLenS). Table 1 lists some statistics for these fields, in-
cluding the total e%ective (unmasked) field area, the subset
of the area passing the cosmology-independent systematics
cull of pointings, the subset of the area containing photo-
z information, the e%ective source density (defined below)
and the number of lenses in each of the overlapping spectro-
scopic surveys used in the analysis, where the BOSS data is
split into the CMASS and LOWZ samples (described below).
The RCSLenS fields used for cross-correlation with (Wig-
gleZ, BOSS) contain an e%ective area of (248, 272) deg2, of
which (163, 187) deg2, i.e. around two-thirds, contains 4-
band photometric redshifts. The CFHTLenS fields used for
cross-correlation with BOSS cover 74 deg2 with complete
high-quality photo-z information available.

Our datasets enable us to construct five distinct source-
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wgg(R) (Fig. 1b), measured from the LRG sample for scales
R 5 1.2h21–47h21 Mpc. To achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio in
the lensing profile, we stack together shape measurements15 of more
than 3 3 107 source galaxies (see Supplementary Information for
details). To calculate wgg(R), we use a standard method of counting
galaxy pairs and comparing the result with that for a randomly dis-
tributed sample16.

Figure 2 shows our estimate of EG(R), with 1s error bars that
include the error in the measurement of b. We choose the minimum
scale, R0 5 1.5h21 Mpc, to be close to the typical virial radius of the
haloes of the most massive LRGs, above which we expect the distri-
bution of galaxies to trace that of the dark matter, but our results are
not very sensitive to this particular choice of R0. To estimate errors in
EG(R) while accounting for any correlations between radial bins, we
use jackknife resampling of 34 galaxy subsamples from equal-area
regions in the sky. To obtain numerical corrections accounting for
the effect of scale-dependent galaxy bias and other systematic effects,
we use a suite of dark-matter simulations17 that have been populated
with galaxies using the HOD model18 that best reproduces the obser-
vations (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Information). The correction
factors that we obtain are well below the statistical uncertainty in EG.

We take the average of EG(R) over scales R 5 10h21–50h21 Mpc,
accounting for correlations in the data, and find it to be
ÆEGæ 5 0.392 6 0.065 (1s) (grey shaded region in Fig. 2). The 16%
error in EG is dominated by the 11% statistical error in b and the 12%
statistical error in the galaxy–galaxy lensing signal. In addition, there
is a 5% lensing calibration uncertainty15. As detailed in the Sup-
plementary Information, systematic effects on EG are least important
on length scales R . 10h21 Mpc, so the results are most robust there.
We note that the average for R 5 2h21–50h21 Mpc yields a result,
ÆEGæ 5 0.40 6 0.07, consistent with that above.

The general relativistic prediction is EG 5 Vm,0/f(z) 5 0.408 6 0.029
at redshift z 5 0.32, where f(z) < Vm(z)0.55 < 0.629 and Vm(z) is the
matter density parameter at redshift z. The allowed range is determined
by the size of current uncertainties on Vm,0 5 0.2565 6 0.018 (ref. 19).
The data are consistent with this prediction over the range of scales we
consider (Fig. 2, solid line and GR 1LCDM bar). Unfortunately, pro-
viding model-independent constraints on the gravitational slip is com-
plicated, because changes in the gravitational slip will in turn affect the
rate of growth of structure. What is clear is that there is no evidence for
a non-zero gravitational slip from our data. Thus, we find no deviation
from general relativity on length scales 1011 times greater than those for
which classical tests20 have been performed.

We also compare our constraint on EG with predictions from two
viable modified theories of gravity: tensor–vector–scalar theory5 and
f( ) theory6 (Fig. 2, TeVeS and f( ) bars). Models of f( ) theory21 that
are designed to reproduce the observed cosmic expansion
history with a specific model for the gravitational slip predict that
EG 5 0.328–0.365 (Supplementary Information). The data favour
slightly higher values, but are consistent with this predicted range.
These models can be tested in the near future; limits on EG will
improve as a result of the larger data sets and better control of sys-
tematic errors allowed by the next generation of galaxy surveys.
Nevertheless, even with the current limits, we can tentatively rule
out particular models. For example, a particular tensor–vector–scalar
model1 predicts that EG 5 0.22, which is lower than the observed
value by more than 2.5s. Whether this result rules out the entire class
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Figure 1 | Probes of large-scale structure measured from 70,000 LRGs.
a, b, Observed radial profiles for two complementary probes, galaxy–galaxy
lensing (a) and galaxy clustering (b), are shown for scales
R 5 1.2h21–47h21 Mpc (open circles). The error bars (1s) are estimated
from jackknife resampling of 34 equal-area regions in the sky. Profiles
measured from mock galaxy catalogues are also shown (solid curves). To
generate the mock galaxy catalogues, we use a standard five-parameter halo
occupation distribution (HOD) model with two parameters related to the
assignment of central galaxies and three parameters related to the
distribution of satellite galaxies (see Supplementary Information for more
details). To fix the HOD model parameters, we require the galaxy number
density to match the observed value and find the best joint fit to the observed
galaxy–galaxy lensing and galaxy clustering profiles. Despite this tuning, it is
remarkable that this simple model is able to reproduce both the overall shape
and particular features of the observed profiles.
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Figure 2 | Comparison of observational constraints with predictions from
general relativity and viable modified theories of gravity. Estimates of
EG(R) with error bars (1s) including the statistical error in the measurement
of b (ref. 14). The grey shaded region is the 1s envelope of the mean EG on
scales R 5 10h21–50h21 Mpc, where the systematic effects are least
important (Supplementary Information). The horizontal line shows the
mean prediction of general relativity, EG 5 Vm,0/f(z), at the effective redshift
of the measurement, z 5 0.32. On the right-hand side of the panel, labelled
vertical bars show the predicted ranges from three different gravity theories:
general relativity (GR) plus L cold dark matter (LCDM) model
(EG 5 0.408 6 0.029 (1s)); a class of cosmologically interesting models in
f( ) theory with Compton-wavelength parameters21 B0 5 0.001–0.1
(EG 5 0.328–0.365); and a tensor–vector–scalar (TeVeS) model1 designed to
match existing cosmological data and to produce a significant enhancement
of the growth factor (EG 5 0.22, shown with a nominal error bar of 10% for
clarity).
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Figure 1. (R.A., Dec.) distribution in the Northern Galactic Pole (NGP) and Southern Galactic Pole (SGP) of the datasets used in
this analysis: the BOSS DR10 galaxy sample (black dots), the WiggleZ survey regions (red rectangles), the CFHTLenS fields (green
rectangles) and the RCSLenS fields (blue rectangles).

Table 1. Statistics for CFHTLenS and RCSLenS fields cross-correlated with WiggleZ and BOSS data. The e!ective (unmasked) areas
are shown for the full source field, the set of pointings passing the cosmology-independent systematics cull, and the pointings which
contain a minimum of four filters such that photometric redshifts are available. The e!ective weighted source density as computed by
Equation 19 is listed as !source. The number of lenses contained in the overlapping areas of WiggleZ, CMASS and LOWZ are displayed
as NWGZ, NCMASS and NLOWZ. Some fields have overlap with both WiggleZ and BOSS lens samples, which would result in potentially
correlated measurements. In such cases the lens sample producing the lower signal-to-noise measurement, indicated with an asterisk, is
excluded from the analysis.

Field Ae! [all] Ae! [no-sys] Ae! [photo-z] !source NWGZ NCMASS NLOWZ

[deg2] [deg2] [deg2] [arcmin!2]

CFHTLS W1 56.0 42.9 56.0 14.0 - 3874 2007
CFHTLS W4 17.6 13.3 17.6 13.1 - 2470 1180

RCS 0047 57.8 52.3 41.0 5.4 15250" 6194 3767
RCS 0133 26.3 21.6 14.0 4.5 - 2477 1270
RCS 0310 63.5 46.8 54.6 4.9 16773 - -
RCS 1303 13.2 10.1 8.4 5.3 - 4079 1180
RCS 1514 63.4 58.2 31.9 5.7 3325" 7310 3641
RCS 1645 21.9 18.0 20.0 6.7 - 2402 1323
RCS 2143 65.5 51.9 47.0 5.7 27757 6217" 3040"

RCS 2329 36.6 31.8 32.6 6.4 1987" 3486 1543
RCS 2338 60.7 53.5 20.7 4.9 15134 - -

lens survey pairings: RCSLenS-WiggleZ, RCSLenS-CMASS,
RCSLenS-LOWZ, CFHTLenS-CMASS and CFHTLenS-
LOWZ. For the cosmological measurements we will addition-
ally split the WiggleZ lenses into two independent redshift
bins, 0.15 < z < 0.43 (“WGZLoZ”) and 0.43 < z < 0.7
(“WGZHiZ”), which coincide with the redshift ranges of
LOWZ and CMASS, respectively, producing a total of six
possible pairings. In the analyses that follow we will of-

ten present separate measurements for these six cases, opti-
mally combining the measurements in each individual field
using inverse-variance weighting. We note that Miyatake et
al. (2014) recently presented galaxy-galaxy lensing measure-
ments for CFHTLenS-CMASS, with the aim of understand-
ing the properties of the dark matter haloes traced by the
lenses.

c! 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Need overlapping galaxy redshift and lensing surveys

WiggleZ
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155 deg2

zm = 0.7
n = 11 arcmin-2
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Blake, SJ, et al 2014, in prep



Measuring EG: scale dependence

For this particular blinding, 
EG is found independent of 

scale with amplitude consistent 
with standard model

RCSLenS: gravitational physics through cross-correlation 17

Figure 15. The annular di!erential surface density statistic for the galaxy-mass cross-correlation, "gm(R, R0), measured for the di!erent
combinations of lens-source datasets assuming R0 = 1.5 h!1 Mpc. We also plot the best-fitting model for each cross-correlation using
both the wp(R) and #$(R) measurements. The errors are based on measurements for a set of 374 mock catalogues. The horizontal
dotted line marks "gm = 0.

Figure 16. EG(R) measurements in two independent redshift bins 0.15 < z < 0.43 and 0.43 < z < 0.7, after combining the results
from the di!erent cross-correlations. In the former case, the measurements of Reyes et al. (2010) are plotted as the open circles for
comparison. The horizontal solid lines are the prediction of standard gravity, EG = %m/f , for our fiducial model %m = 0.27. The
horizontal dotted lines indicate the 1-! variation that would result given #%m = 0.02, which is indicative of both the WMAP and
Planck error in determining this parameter.

RCSLenS producing the most and least accurate determi-
nations, respectively.

As a cross-check of the methodology we performed the
same fits to the !"(R) measurements from the mock cat-
alogues for all the combinations of source-lens datasets, us-
ing the full-survey realizations including masks. The aver-
age parameter measurement across the realizations is !8 =
0.80 ± 0.03 with average value of "2/dof = 50.5/47, com-

pared to the input parameter value !8 = 0.826. The slight
o#set of the fit to lower values than the input is due to the
artificial reduction in the clustering amplitude of high-bias
mocks constructed via Equation 35, as discussed in Section
5. For b = 1 mocks we recover the input cosmology within
the statistical error in the mean.

Future work will perform a full cosmological parameter

c! 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

ΛCDM: 
EG = Ωm /f

Blake, SJ, et al 2014, in prep



Measuring EG: redshift dependence
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Introduction: Modified Gravity, Weak 
Lensing, Redshift Space Distortions.

Eg Test of Gravity: Current Data 
(RCSLenS+CFHTLenS)/(WiggleZ + BOSS).

2dFLenS Galaxy Redshift Survey: 
Properties and Expected Constraints on 
Modified Gravity.
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2dFLenS - AAT Galaxy redshift survey
hence arises an extremely strong scientific opportunity for the AAT to perform spectroscopic follow-up of
these lensing surveys, as illustrated by Figure 1.

Figure 1: Locations of current spec-

troscopic and imaging surveys. Deep

spectroscopic surveys (BOSS, WiggleZ

and GAMA) are indicated as grey-

shaded regions. Deep imaging surveys

(CFHTLenS, RCSLenS and KiDS) are

indicated as outlined rectangles and la-

belled by each field name. DES Year

2 data, being acquired during 2014-

15, is indicated with the dashed blue

line. The proposed 2dFLenS spectro-

scopic coverage is displayed using cross-

hatched red shading and covers almost

1000 deg2.

By performing an RSD survey across the area indicated by the cross-hatched red shading in Figure 1, 2dFLenS
will contribute the world-leading measurement using this innovative unification of two cosmological tech-
niques. This will (1) produce immediate scientific benefits in a number of areas described below including
gravitational physics; (2) leverage Australian scientific access to current state-of-the-art cosmological imag-
ing surveys; and (3) have a strong legacy value in the era leading to the Large Synoptic Sky Telescope
(LSST), given that no deep, wide-area spectroscopic observations have been performed across these re-
gions.1 Overlapping spectroscopic and lensing surveys produce three important scientific benefits:

• Since the same density fluctuations generate both the lensing and galaxy velocities the uncertainty in
the gravity fits is reduced, and the addition of galaxy-galaxy lensing enables entirely new statistics to
be measured such as the “gravitational slip” (Zhang et al. 2007, Figure 2 below). A series of authors
(Gaztanaga et al. 2012, Cai & Bernstein 2012, Kirk et al. 2014) have predicted improvements by a
factor of a few in the appropriate Figures-of-Merit at the relevant number density of lenses.

• The true benefit of overlap exceeds even these forecasts because lensing measurements are limited
by the calibration of source photometric redshifts which are required for cosmic shear tomography.
Overlapping spectroscopic surveys are essential for performing this calibration.

• A wide range of other science is enabled by overlapping imaging and spectroscopy, including follow-up
of galaxy clusters and strong lenses identified in the imaging data.

Beating the competition and establishing leadership

The first large-area overlapping spectroscopic and cosmic shear surveys only became available last year2 and
currently cover 480 deg2 (comprising the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Lensing Survey (CFHTLenS3)
and the Red Cluster Sequence Lensing Survey (RCSLenS4), overlapping with WiggleZ and BOSS). Our
team has been leading the cosmological analyses of these datasets and has just completed the highest-redshift
same-sky consistency test of GR (Blake et al. 2014, submitted, see Figure 2). This investigation succeeded
as a proof-of-concept for the techniques we propose here, but the statistical precision was low due to the
small sky area of spectroscopic and photometric overlap (with the statistical errors scaling as 1/

!
Area).

We now propose an aggressive program to increase the overlap area by an order of magnitude, apply our well-
tested tools to the resulting datasets, and obtain the best existing tests of gravitational physics. Our project
focusses on follow-up of KiDS and DES and has been arranged in two phases, to reflect the relative maturity
of the respective lensing datasets and the fact that there is currently no call for Large AAT Programs.

1The 2dFGRS is very shallow for these purposes because its mean redshift z ! 0.1 is ine!cient for lensing the distant sources.
2The Sloan Digital Sky Survey is a shallow lensing-spectroscopy survey that has previously allowed some measurements of

this type (Reyes et al. 2010, Mandelbaum et al. 2013), but it su"ers from significant levels of lensing systematics (Hu" et al.
2012) such that cosmic shear studies are not permitted outside the Stripe 82 area.

3CFHTLenS (www.cfhtlens.org) covers 155 deg2 with mean redshift zm = 0.7 and shape density ne! = 11 arcmin!2.
4RCSLenS (www.rcslens.org) covers 700 deg2 with zm = 0.6 and ne! = 5.5 arcmin!2.

i) 50 AAT nights over 3 semesters (14B/15A/15B)
ii) 100 AAT nights over 4 yrs (16B/17B/18B/19B)

phase 1) 
1000 deg2 (250 

NGP, 750 SGP), 
130,000 gals

phase 2) 
4100 deg2, 

400,000 gals

1500 deg2

zm = 0.65
n = 9 arcmin-2

KiDS:

2dFLenS proposal document



Executive committee: C. Blake (PI, Swinburne), 
F. Abdalla (UCL/DES), C. Heymans (Edinburgh/KiDS), 
C. Lidman (AAO/OzDES), D. Parkinson (Queensland)

priority of phase 1 is follow-up of KiDS (best existing 
cosmic shear dataset), covering 1500 deg2 (1.5 yrs). 
In phase 2, priority turns to DES (partial overlap 

with KiDS), covering 5000 deg2 (4 yrs). 
Order of mag increase in overlap compared to today!

2dFLenS: Properties Institutions: Swinburne, AAO, 
ANU, Bonn, Edinburgh, Leiden, 
Melbourne, Queensland, UCL

2dFLenS proposal document

350 spectra per pointing: 280 galaxy lenses (bright LRGs 
for 0.2 < z < 0.7), 50 photo-z calibrators (0.7 < z < 1.0), 

20 other science. On average 10 fields/night. 
Total 130,000 spectra.



Constraints on MG via EG

C. Blake, private comm.



phase 1 of 2dFlenS produces factor 4 improvements 
w.r.t. either current overlapping surveys or WL alone.

2dFLenS forecast

for a new lensing survey is a highly technical task which can occupy many years of e!ort, whereas analysis
of spectroscopic survey data is very straight-forward by comparison. Secondly, the strong competition for
Subaru time has already resulted in initial delays, with only a small fraction of nights out of the total
required allocated for the first year of observations. Our survey area advantage at each stage, together with
having the cosmic shear analysis in hand, will ensure that our dataset remains “ahead of the game”.

We have forecast how accurately our survey will test gravitational physics, following the model of Kirk et
al. (2014) which parameterizes the gravitational constant that controls Poisson’s equation, and its ratio
with the other metric potential which governs light deflection (the EG measurement displayed in Figure 2
is a special case of this general model). Results are displayed in Figure 4, combining lensing and clustering
measurements including cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy lensing and redshift-space distortions. In terms of
a figure-of-merit describing these joint measurements, we find that the first phase of 2dFLenS produces
improvements by a factor of 4 compared to either current overlapping surveys or to cosmic shear alone.

Figure 4: The combination of galaxy lensing and

velocities allows unique tests of gravity. Here we

use the Fisher matrix technique to forecast the accu-

racy with which our observations will constrain the

properties of a modified gravity scenario in which we

separately change the amplitude of the gravitational

constant and the angle of light deflection, using the

(Q0, R0) parameterization of Kirk et al. (2014). In

this forecast we simultaneously marginalize over a

general quintessence model to illustrate the power of

these observations to probe theories of gravity in-

dependently of cosmic expansion. The “figure-of-

merit” (FoM) is defined as the inverse of the area

of the parameter ellipse; 2dFLenS produces signifi-

cant improvements compared to lensing alone.

Observing strategy and technical justification

Our 2dFLenS target sample will consist primarily of galaxy lenses (! 280/350 spectra per pointing). We will
judiciously add “ancillary science” spectroscopic targets to our catalogues which will include photometric-
redshift calibrators (! 50/350), and galaxy cluster members and strong lenses (! 20/350).

The galaxy lens sample: The optimal targets for spectroscopic follow-up of lensing surveys are Luminous
Red Galaxies (LRGs), since they preferentially trace dense areas of the Universe and hence imprint the
strongest gravitational lensing signal. Bright LRGs in the redshift range 0.2 < z < 0.7 can be readily
selected using the well-understood colour cuts developed by SDSS/BOSS (Dawson et al. 2012); the resulting
sample spans magnitude 17.5 < i < 19.9 and its sky density is well-matched to the 2dF system. We will
target these bright galaxies with 45 min exposures. This exposure time is a good match to the configuration
performance of the 2dF robot. We note that our clustering errors are limited by cosmic variance not shot
noise, and so if this configuration performance should worsen, we will allocate slightly fewer targets per
field. Given that our program is targetting bright galaxies, it is forgiving of observing conditions and can be
carried out in grey time. We will make use of the 580V and 385R gratings to provide a wavelength coverage
that extends from 370nm to 880nm. Assuming 2-arcsec seeing, the AAOmega exposure time calculator
(ETC) produces S/N ! 3 per Å for the faintest galaxy in our sample (I ! 19.45 given that i " I ! 0.45),
which is known from extensive experience to be su"cient for measuring absorption-line redshifts of bright
LRGs via the 4000Å break. Pilot data for the OzDES survey confirmed the results of the ETC, obtaining a
100% redshift success rate for a similarly selected sample in 40-minute exposures, albeit with a small number
of objects. We note that BOSS achieves 97% redshift completeness for this sample on a 2.5-m telescope in
an average of 1.5-hr exposures. Our science is not significantly a!ected if our redshift success rate is ! 80%.

The total 2dFLenS area to be covered by this Proposal (the red shaded area of Figure 1) is 985 deg2 (254 and
731 deg2 in the NGP and SGP, respectively). Assuming a 0.83 filling factor for a hexagonal tiling pattern of
field centres, covering 985 deg2 requires 378 AAT pointings. We assume that we can observe on average 10
fields/night with 45-min exposures (this is consistent with the performance of WiggleZ which observed an

2dFLenS proposal document

Q = Q0a
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R = R0a
s

s = 3



Overlapping surveys enable range of other science. 
i) 1000s of clusters with DES. spec-z of central 

galaxies required for cosmology. 
ii) ~1000 strong lenses with KiDS and DES. 

z-confirmation to understand their geometry and 
facilitate follow-up by 8m class telescopes.

Aside from MG: Use {ξ+, ξ-, γt, ξ0, ξ2} for dark energy, 
curvature, neutrino mass, sterile neutrinos, etc.

2dFLenS: Additional benefits

WL limited by calibration of photo-z. Require 
~0.1% accuracy in mean z of each photo-z bin. 
Achieved by cross-corr. source sample with 

overlapping spec. survey containing 5000 gals per 
∆z = 0.1 bin (Newman 2008). Lens sample allows 
calibrating z < 0.7. Additionally 0.7 < z < 1.0.

2dFLenS proposal document



Conclusions

Apparent existence of “dark energy” compels us to 
test laws of gravity across scales of universe in 
multiple ways. A powerful combination of two 
observables, gravitational lensing and galaxy 
velocities, may help pin down physics of gravity.

The Eg test of gravity, probing relation between 
metric potentials, is carried out for CFHTlenS
+RCSLenS with WiggleZ+BOSS, to higher z than 
before (z < 0.7), at 20% level.

World’s leading imaging surveys, KiDS and DES, are 
covering the south without wide-area spectroscopic 
follow-up. Use of 2dFLenS at AAT over 6 years 
(starting Autumn 2014) will remedy this situation, 
and allows for significant improvement in our 
potential to probe gravity via growth of structure.



Thanks for listening.


